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Oh, yes, we lost. Plans by Britain and the European Union to set up a new financial cooperation
forum by the end of March have made some progress but this will not automatically lead to
market access, senior officials said on Tuesday. Britain's trade deal with the EU that came into
effect when it left the single market on Dec. Matt Hancock said he hopes Brits will be able to hug
loved ones from May Total number of bets rose to almost six billion in December, data shows.
Process servers were reportedly met with locked doors and cars zooming away from them. In
his roadmap for exiting the lockdown, he said families can visit indoors and stay overnight from
17 May at the earliest. Johnson outlined five key dates for easing restrictions in the months
ahead. Hairdressers and salons could be back from 12 April, while hotels can reopen and
foreign travel will be permitted from 17 May at the earliest. Read more: Why there is five weeks
between each stage of lockdown easing The first step of the plan will see all schools in England
reopen from 8 March, with wider use of face masks in secondary schools. Socialising in parks
and public spaces with one other person will also be permitted from that date. A further easing
will take place on 29 March, when the school Easter holidays begin, with larger groups of up to
six people or two households allowed to gather in parks and gardens. The main theme among
the newspapers on Tuesday was that of freedom. The Daily Express splashed on the prime
minister's "one-way road to freedom", while the Daily Telegraph announced that it was ' days to
freedom' and The i spoke of "four steps to freedom" in its front page headline. Referring to the
21 June date, Metro wrote of a "midsummer's dream" and The Times said: "The end is in sight".
The UK negotiated to secure the doses alone after rejecting an offer from Brussels last year to
join the EU scheme. In Hungary 6. Ursula von der Leyen, the European Commission president,
has repeatedly defended the decision to negotiate as a bloc, despite a row following supply
shortfalls from AstraZeneca. She said the strategy ensured smaller member states had access
to the jabs earlier this month. This consideration overrides European politics. Was it worth it? It
comes as China said recently that it would carry out "necessary measures to safeguard its
sovereignty", after it was confirmed that the aircraft carrier, which will be escorted by two Type
45 destroyers, two Type 23 frigates, a nuclear submarine, a Tide-class tanker and RFA Fort
Victoria, would travel to the region in its first operational mission. Where this goes â€¦ will be an
added challenge in terms of how we deal with grey zone tactics. Engine failed just four minutes
into Hawaii-bound flight on Saturday. Ashley Judd is recovering after an eight-hour surgery
following her recent fall in Africa. The PM also announced that Michael Gove will lead a review
into the possible use of vaccine passports. Foreign holidays will not be allowed until May 17 at
the earliest Covid lockdown roadmap: key dates revealed The destinations most likely to make
the 'green list' this summer When can I go on holiday? Latest advice on travelling abroad and in
the UK What the roadmap out of lockdown means for hotel stays in Britain A first taste of
freedom: 20 amazing UK holidays with availability from April 12 Sign up to our Telegraph Travel
newsletter People who have been vaccinated for Covid could soon be given more freedom to
travel, with a new 'vaccine passport' app due to be ready "within weeks". The digital pass,
developed by the International Air Transport Association IATA , will allow border agencies to
verify that air passengers have received their Covid jabs by approved authorities, and could
potentially aid the widespread resumption of international travel. IATA also confirmed earlier
this month that it is in talks with the UK government about creating a prototype app for
certifying vaccinated travellers, which could replace current travel restrictions such as triple
testing of passengers, quarantine hotels, and ten-day mandatory quarantine. The news has
been welcomed by struggling airlines, several of which, including Etihad, Emirates, Qatar
Airways, Air New Zealand, are currently conducting trials with the pass, which will be available
on Android and iOS platforms, and will be "modular" so it can be adapted to match each
country's entry requirements. Scroll down for more updates. Long lines of trucks have formed
on the frontiers within the bloc this month as border restrictions cause mayhem. Holiday
bookings surged following the announcement of a road map out of lockdown, airlines and travel
firms have said. Read full article. Latest stories. Evening Standard. The Independent. Yahoo
News UK. The Telegraph. The Guardian. HuffPost UK. State reports new cases, 33 deaths;
positive test rate steady at 2. PHMDC reports 5 new deaths; 16 more cases. PHMDC reports 56
new cases, more than half aged Dane County Coronavirus Map: February PHMDC reports 84
new cases; over half of new cases reported between Dynamic Badgerettes were days from
eviction, and are now raising money to buy their own studio. City revives ancient winter game,
with help of Ho-Chunk alder. Support local community orgs in The Big Share, coming March 2.
Madison Week in Review for February White schools superintendent candidate says she was
called the n-word as a teen; deletes Twitter account after backlash. Independent investigators in
death of Elijah McClain issue scathing report. Biden terminates national emergency
proclamation Trump used to fund border wall. Stacey Abrams nominated for Nobel Peace Prize.
Cicely Tyson, iconic and pioneering actress, dies at Dynamic Badgerettes were days from

eviction, and are now raising money to buy Robert Chappell - Feb 23, David Dahmer - Feb 23,
Dynamic Badgerettes were days from eviction, and are now raising money to buy their own
studio Robert Chappell - Feb 23, City revives ancient winter game, with help of Ho-Chunk alder
Feb 23, Robert Chappell - Jan 27, 0. An open letter to Sun Prairie families, First of all, I love your
child. Teaching is my passion and it gives me purpose. But this Gloria Ladson-Billings - Jan 26,
0. I have been home and mostly in the house for the last 10 months and I am not happy about it.
I am used Jan 13, Robert Chappell - Feb 23, 0. Ayomi Wolff contributed to this report. After
narrowly avoiding eviction due to the coronavirus pandemic, the Madison Urban Arts Initiative -home of the Dynamic Feb 22, Feb 19, Doug E. Feb 18, Madison staff - Feb 17, 0. Progress Center
gives self-care grants to Black Women Feb 16, Feb 11, Feb 4, Madison staff - Feb 22, 0. Police
officers in the city of Aurora, Colorado, had no legal reason to stop, frisk, and choke Elijah
McClain, a new independent review commissioned Biden terminates national emergency
proclamation Trump used to fund border wall Feb 11, Madison staff - Feb 16, 0. For the first time
in nearly a year, the Milwaukee Bucks will play in front of fans at Fiserv Forum tonight. The
Bucks will Duke freshman Jalen Johnson, a former Sun Prairie star, opts out Feb 16, Forward
Madison signs winger Derek Gebhart Feb 11, Packers great Charles Woodson elected to Hall of
Fame on first Feb 6, International Festival Feb 23, David Dahmer - Feb 6, 0. Amber Walker - Jul
14, 0. David Dahmer - Jul 5, 2. Mia Sato - May 25, 0. David Dahmer - May 9, 0. David Dahmer - Feb
22, 0. Cydny Black - Dec 17, 0. David Dahmer - Nov 23, 1. Henry Sanders - Nov 10, 1. Amber
Walker - Nov 3, 0. David Dahmer - Oct 24, 2. David Dahmer - Oct 23, 0. David Dahmer - Oct 6, 0.
David Dahmer - Sep 3, David Dahmer - Aug 24, 0. Corey Black - Aug 20, 0. David Dahmer - Aug
17, 0. Matthew Braunginn - Aug 10, 1. David Dahmer - Aug 6, 0. Madison staff - Feb 23, 0. David
Dahmer - Feb 23, 0. Henry Sanders - Feb 23, 0. Dynamic Badgerettes were days from eviction,
and are now raising money to buy their Contact us: news madison Disclaimer Privacy
Advertisement Contact us. When printing this page, you must include the entire legal notice. All
rights reserved. This material may not be published, reproduced, broadcast, rewritten, or
redistributed without permission. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our terms and
conditions of fair use. This resource will help you begin the process of understanding literary
theory and schools of criticism and how they are used in the academy. Feminist criticism is
concerned with "the ways in which literature and other cultural productions reinforce or
undermine the economic, political, social, and psychological oppression of women" Tyson This
school of theory looks at how aspects of our culture are inherently patriarchal male dominated
and aims to expose misogyny in writing about women, which can take explicit and implicit
forms. This misogyny, Tyson reminds us, can extend into diverse areas of our culture: "Perhaps
the most chilling example Feminist criticism is also concerned with less obvious forms of
marginalization such as the exclusion of women writers from the traditional literary canon: "
Though a number of different approaches exist in feminist criticism, there exist some areas of
commonality. This list is excerpted from Tyson 92 :. Feminist criticism has, in many ways,
followed what some theorists call the three waves of feminism:. Here is a list of scholars we
encourage you to explore to further your understanding of this theory:. Feminist Criticism
s-present Summary: This resource will help you begin the process of understanding literary
theory and schools of criticism and how they are used in the academy. Radiolab is a radio
program broadcast on public radio stations in the United States, and a podcast available
internationally, both produced by WNYC. Hosted by Jad Abumrad , Latif Nasser and Lulu Miller ,
each episode focuses on a topic of a scientific and philosophical nature, through stories,
interviews, and thought experiments. For a few years the Radiolab podcast feed featured a
full-length, hour-long episode every six weeks announced by the show's hosts as "Radiolab:
The Podcast" , with two shorter pieces known as "shorts" appearing in-between. Many of these
shorter pieces would later be packaged into full-length episodes not released on the show's
podcast feed, but available through Radiolab ' s website. In recent years, Radiolab has
de-standardized its podcast format, with full-length episodes being compiled almost entirely
from previously-released podcast shorts. The program airs in syndication to over NPR affiliates
around the country. Radiolab ' s first nine seasons February â€”April comprised five episodes
each. Subsequent seasons contained between nine and ten episodes. In the show's seasonal
and episode format became obscured when online content moved from radiolab. Before the
idea for a show featuring Jad Abumrad and Robert Krulwich, which did not emerge until
November , Abumrad produced radio documentaries that featured himself and others. Some of
this material has been re-packaged and broadcast under the Radiolab banner. External Link
Cataclysmic destruction. Surprising survival. In this new live stage performance, Radiolab turns
its gaze to the topic of endings, both blazingly fast and agonizingly slow. From Wikipedia, the
free encyclopedia. This article has multiple issues. Please help improve it or discuss these
issues on the talk page. Learn how and when to remove these template messages. This article

contains content that is written like an advertisement. Please help improve it by removing
promotional content and inappropriate external links , and by adding encyclopedic content
written from a neutral point of view. July Learn how and when to remove this template message.
This article has an unclear citation style. The references used may be made clearer with a
different or consistent style of citation and footnoting. Violates Wikipedia:External links:
"Wikipedia articles may include links to web pages outside Wikipedia external links , but they
should not normally be used in the body of an article. January Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Archived from the original on 30 July Retrieved 2 August Archived from
the original on 13 July Archived from the original on 11 August WNYC Radio. Archived from the
original on 29 August Jad Abumrad Robert Krulwich. Lulu Miller. Categories : NPR programs
Lists of radio series episodes. Hidden categories: Articles with a promotional tone from July All
articles with a promotional tone Wikipedia references cleanup from January All articles needing
references cleanup Articles covered by WikiProject Wikify from January All articles covered by
WikiProject Wikify Articles with multiple maintenance issues Episode list using the default
LineColor. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit
Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links.
Released on the eve of the invasion of Iraq , "Trenches" compiled three archival stories about
Americans at war: The first takes a listen to tape recordings from made by an American soldier
who was killed in action in Vietnam ; The second excerpts interviews with African American
soldiers who dealt with racism , both in Vietnam and at home in the United States ; The third
story strings together audio clips from the Pacific Northwest in during first U. Gulf War with
Iraq. Robert Krulwich joins Jad Abumrad for stories about humans taking inspiration from
birds: A look back at the Wright brothers , a study of a crow who makes and uses tools, and an
ornithological obsession about a rare New Zealand bird. External link Traces how the concepts
of mind and self have been domain of philosophers , priests , and neurologists. External link
Stories about singer who loses her voice and an author caught in a body that never grew up.
External link Explores the bottom-up logic of cities , Google , and the human brains as models
for leaderless systems. External link Looking at time from the perspective of American railroads
, a track meet , and a Beethoven concert. Originally aired on June 4, External link Temporal
stories not covered in the previous episode. External link Stories of mystery, intrigue, and a
goat standing on top of a cow. External link Explores the line between music and language ,
turning to physics and biochemistry to ask how sound becomes emotion. External link The
philosophy or morality from a neuroscience perspective. External link The connection between
the human body and brain and what happens when it breaks. External link Ponders our place in
the universe with stories of romance and cynicism in outer space. Originally aired on June 25,
External link The healing powers of belief , from the symbolic power of the doctor's lab coat , to
the very real stash of opium in the brain. External link Birds do it, bees do it, yet science still
can't answer the basic question: why do we sleep? External link Rome 's Colosseum , frozen
carcasses, wild jaguars , and a question: how do you build a better cage? External link A look
behind the curtain of how memories are made and forgotten. External link The modern search
for the Fountain of Youth , and personal stories of witnessing death. External link Strangers
exchange phone numbers at a singles night and get some advice from a experts on the
chemistry of love. External link A look at the Voyager spacecraft and the Golden Record that it
carried into space. External link Celebrating the anniversary of the Wilbur and Orville Wright
ushing in the Age of Flight and how that changed us. External link Zoo director David Hancocks
talks about the paradoxes he encounters in the zoo world and his dream for a future zoo.
External link Imagine that you're a composer. Imagine getting the commission to write a song
that will allow family members to face the death of a loved one. External link We all laugh. This
hour of Radiolab asks why. External link Lies, liars, and lie catchers. This hour of Radiolab asks
if it's possible for anyone to lead a life without deception. External link The uneasy marriage of
biology and engineering raises big questions about the nature of life. External link The story of
how Jad and Robert met, told onstage at their alma mater, Oberlin College. External link Jad
talks about the band Stars of the Lid. External link A short piece about songs that get stuck in
people's heads and how they get them out. External link From Jonathan Mitchell, a history of
the modern shopping mall told through the perspectives of people living in an unnamed city.
External link Robert Krulwich's commencement speech at Caltech. External link Robert talks
with Brian Greene about what's beyond the horizon of our universe. External link Jad and cellist
Zoe Keating discuss the physics of looping sound and how to use a 17th-century instrument to
make avant-garde electronic music. External link Previously unreleased tape from the vault.
External link An interview about ants with entomologist E. External link Two short pieces on
sperm that didn't make it into the full-length show. External link Story about giving one's crush
a stack of Radiolab CDs. External link We turn up the volume on the voices in our heads, and try

to get to the bottom of what really steers our decisions. External link We examine our
beginnings, take a tour of the animal kingdom, and ponder a world where frozen sperm can last
for all eternity. External link Radiolab asks what race is, and whether it's fixed or fluid, genes or
culture? External link Humans love to solve problems. This hour, Diagnosis -- our attempt to
find out what's wrong, and give it a label. External link Stories of love and loss in the name of
science. External link Special bonus of the week! A video inspired by the mathematician, Steve
Strogatz. At the age of thirteen, Steve was astonished to find that pendulums and water
fountains had a strange relationship that had previously been completely hidden from him.
External link A study that finds a link between President Obama's election and the test scores of
African Americans gets Jad and Robert thinking about an earlier study on a psychological effect
called "stereotype threat. External link Radiolab throws a birthday party for Charles Darwin!
Robert Krulwich invites three experts to toast the birthday boy. External link Psychologist
Walter Mischel explains how one little test involving a marshmallow might tell you a frightening
amount about what kind of person you are. External link Can you make your own universe? We
usually think of the universe as 'everything that exists,' so how could you make another one?
External link There are some questions that just don't give in to experiments and data. We take
on one of those questions. External link Sometimes on the podcast, we like to talk about
musicians and the music they make. Today, we introduce you to Juana Molina. Last season, we
used some of her of music in the breaks for the Sperm show. Greene Performance Space: which
medium is superior -- television or radio? External link A look at four unconventional ways to
stay alive. External link How stochasticity -- a wonderfully smarty-pants word for randomness -drives our lives, and the patterns we see around us. External link Eleven meditations on how,
when, and even if we die. External link Tales of lethargic farmers, zombie cockroaches, and
even mind-controlled humans kinda, maybe. External link Peacenik baboons, a man in a dress,
and cuddly tame foxes. Stories of adaptation, and reframing ideas about normalcy. External link
Love 'em or hate 'em, you rely on numbers every day. External link We have a special bonus
this week to accompany our Stochasticity episode. We asked our friends, Higher Mammals to
produce a song and video for our Stochasticity show. We hope you find it completely Random!
External link We follow up on our Stochasticity show with an exploration of whether the little
choices we make every day are predictable or not. External link Robert challenges Richard
Dawkins on a number of sticky spots on the subject of biological evolution. External link This
week on the podcast, we continue our meditations on death our After Life episode had eleven.
We'll throw a new one at you each day, all week long, culminating in a very special treat at the
end of the week. External link We continue our meditations on death with a reading from poet
and writer, Mark Doty. This is an excerpt from Doty's memoir Heaven's Coast. External link
Another meditation on what happens after the moment of death, this time as Shakespeare
envisions it. External link For meditation number fifteen we have a reading from David
Eagleman's book Sum. It's a vision of the after life that's both playful and Sum is read by actor
Jeffrey Tambor. External link After hearing our show about moments of death, filmmaker Will
Hoffman went out in search of moments of life. What follows is what he found. External link
Jad--a brand new father--wonders what's going on inside the head of his baby Amil. Is it just
chaos? Or is there something more, some understanding from the very beginning? External link
They Might Be Giants celebrate at our season launch party with a live concert, and a
conversation about the tricky business of combining science and entertainment. External link
We tackle a question we thought was a no-brainer: why do we blink? External link A story about
a boy, a mom, and a homemade helicopter--and how radio can move you to feel a little bit
different about the world. External link Robert ambushes Jad with a question we've all been
dying to ask him since he became a father. And we revisit some other ideas from our Morality
show to think about a few really big modern-day problems think global warming and nuclear
war. External link Communicating across species -- from bringing pets to church, to a rescued
whale that may have found a way to say thanks. External link Chimps. External link Say hello to
the growth that killed Ulysses S. External link This hour of Radiolab centers around a chilling
question: how well can you ever really know the people around you? External link A showdown
between a zookeeper and an orangutan named Fu Manchu raises a question: can an animal
know what's in your head well enough to manipulate and deceive you? External link
Biopsychologist Barbara Smuts takes us to a remote area of Kenya, where she tried to gain the
trust of a troop of baboons in the s. External link A rare and haunting disorder called Capgras
turns loved ones into imposters--and reveals that recognizing people, even the people we know
the best, is more about how they make us feel than what we see in front of our eyes. External
link Music duo Buke and Gase talk to Jad about coaxing delightfully twangy sounds from their
homemade instruments. External link When scientists treat words like data, clues to the real-life
mysteries of human aging are found in the writings of Agatha Christie and nuns. External link

Oliver Sacks, the famous neuroscientist and author, can't recognize faces. Neither can Chuck
Close--the great artist known for his enormous paintings of External link Stories of unintended
consequencesâ€”from a psychologist who may have helped create a terrorist, to a toxic lake
that spawned new life. But in this hour, we try to do just that. External link We plunge into a
black hole, take a trip over Niagara Falls, and upend some myths about falling cats. External link
In this hour of Radiolab, we take to the street to ask what makes cities tick. External link This
hour, we question what decides the trajectory of our lives -- individual force of will, or fate? If
destiny isn't written in the stars, could it be written in our genes? Kids struggle to resist
marshmallows, and their ability to hold out at age 4 turns out to predict how successful they're
likely to be the rest of their lives. And an unexpected find in a convent archive uncovers early
warning signs for dementia in the writings of year-olds. External link An unlikely escape story
begins in a supermarket, and ends in a boat off the coast of Maine. External link Robert and
Malcolm Gladwell duke it out over questions of luck, talent, passion, and success. External link
Words have the power to shape the way we think and feel. In this stunning video made to
accompany our Words episode , filmmakers Will Hoffman and Daniel Mercadante bandy visual
wordplay into a moving exploration of the power of language. External link In this podcast, Jad
talks to Charles Fernyhough about the connection between thought and the voice in your head.
How did it get there? And what's happening when people hear someone else's voice in their
head? External link In this podcast, Jad and Robert throw some physics at a bible story. We find
out just how many trumpeters you'd actually need to blow down the walls of Jericho. External
link In today's podcast, we get a tantalizing taste of words in the wild, from the jungles to the
prairie. External link Are new ideas and new inventions inevitable? Are they driven by us or by a
larger force of nature? External link A mysterious case of the topsy turvies and a return to the
question of what felines feel when they fall. External link If natural selection boils down to
survival of the fittest, how do you explain why one creature might stick its neck out for another?
External link Topics explored: function of hippocampus , developmental topographical
disorientation , the pigeon G. Joe , how carrier pigeons navigate and a piece on Emilie Gossiaux
and Alan Lundgard. External link What do you do when your own worst enemy is External link
Stories of unlikely and surprisingly simple answers to seemingly unsolvable problems. External
link A search of order and balance in the world, asking how symmetry shapes everything from
the origins of the universe, to what one sees in the mirror. In this new short, a tree full of
blood-sucking bats lends a startling twist to our understanding of altruism and natural
selection. In this new short, we explore luck and fate, both good and bad, with an author and a
cartoon character. This week on the podcast, football! No, it's not a Super Bowl recap. Jad and
Robert present a piece from across the pond--a piece about soccer they fell in love with when
they heard it at the Third Coast festival in Chicago. In today's short, we get to know a man who
struggles, and mostly fails, to contain his violent outbursts Richard Holmes went to Cambridge
University intending to study the lives of poets. Until a dueling mathematician, and a dinner
conversation composed entirely of gestures, changed his mind. Diane Van Deren is one of the
best ultra-runners in the world, and it all started with a seizure. In this short, Diane tells us how
her disability gave rise to an extraordinary ability. Is the world full of deep symmetries and
ordered pairs? Or do we live in a lopsided universe? This striking video by Everynone plays
with our yearning for balance, and reveals how beautiful imperfect matches can be. The video
was inspired by our episode Desperately Seeking Symmetry. In this short, Jonathan Schooler
tells us about a discovery that launched his career and led to a puzzle that has haunted him
ever since. In this short, a family dog disappears into the woods External link Robert Epstein
talks about how he, without realizing it for two months, had an e-mail conversation with a bot
calling itself "Svetlana". External link Winners, losers, underdogs -- what can games tell us
about who we really are? External Link The surprising ways that loops steerâ€¦and sometimes
derailâ€¦our lives. External Link We hunt for Patient Zeroes from all over the map. External Link
We wrestle with the dark side of human nature, and ask whether it's something we can ever
really understand, or fully escape. External Link In this episode, strange stories of brains that
lead their owners astray, knock them off balance, and, sometimes, propel them to do amazing
things. External Link Real-life people try to pin down, and make peace with, mysterious figures
that haunt them, prod them, and fade out of existence. So he commissioned one from a highly
skilled clockmaker. In this short, a king's deal with God leads to an intricate mechanical
creation, and Jad heads to the Smithsonian to investigate. External link In this short, a
neurologist issues a dare to a ragtime piano player and a famous conductor. When the two men
face off in an fMRI machine, the challenge is so unimaginably difficult that one man instantly
gives up. But the other achieves a musical feat that ought to be impossible. External link The
basal ganglia is a core part of the brain, deep inside your skull, that helps control movement.
Unless something upsets the chain of command. In this short, Jad and Robert meet a young

researcher who was studying what happens when the basal ganglia gets short-circuited in mice
External link Writer Ian Frazier made a startling discovery several years ago in eastern Siberia:
no one he met there had ever heard of tic tac toe. In this short, Jad and Robert wonder how a
game that seems carved into childhood DNA could be completely unknown in some parts of the
world. External link For most of human history, flight was an impossible dream. In this short,
the dizzying rise and fall of a pilot whose aeronautic feats changed aviation forever and turned
chancy stunts into acrobatic mastery. It stopped his friend Andy Mills in his tracks the first time
they met. External link Carl Zimmer is one of our go-to guys when we need help untangling a
complicated scientific idea. But in this short, he unravels something much more personal.
External link Near the end of the 19th century, a mysterious young woman with a beguiling
smile turned up in Paris. She became a huge sensation. She also happened to be dead. You'd
probably recognize her face yourself. You might have even touched it. External link Roman
Mars loves to spotlight the seams and joints that make up the world around us. External link In
this podcast short, a strange twist of legal taxonomy causes a dispute over whether X-MEN
action figures are toys or dolls and sparks a court case about what it means to be human.
External link In today's short, a man confronts a bully, and frees himself from a recurring
nightmare that's terrorized him for more than 20 years. External link Sometimes being a good
scientist requires putting aside your emotions. But what happens when objectivity isn't enough
to make sense of a seemingly senseless act of violence? In this short, Jad and Robert talk to an
entomologist about the risks, and the rewards, of trying to see the world through someone
else's eyes. External link In this short, the tale of an arms race involving trillions of sea
creatures--and why their struggle is vital to our survival. External link Alan Turing's mental
leaps about machines and computers were some of the most innovative ideas of the 20th
century. But the world wasn't kind to him. In this short, Robert wonders how Turing's personal
life shaped his understanding of mechanical minds and human emotions. External link In this
short, we go looking for the devil, and find ourselves tangled in a web of details surrounding
one of the most haunting figures in music--a legendary guitarist whose shadowy life spawned a
legend so powerful, it's still being repeated External link Mother's day is nigh. Sort of. Anyway,
without knowing it, you might have already given your mom a pretty lasting gift. But whether it
helps or hurts her, or both, is still an open question. In this Radiolab short, Robert updates us
on the science of fetal cells -- one of the first topics he covered as an NPR science
correspondent. External link Just before the curtain went up on our live show in Los Angeles,
Jad and Robert carved out a little stage time for a sneak peek at next week's Colors episode.
External link While working on The Bad Show, producer Pat Walters ran across some
recordings that spooked him--partly because they seemed like they had to be a big joke
External link In this podcast, a story about obsession, creativity, and a strange symmetry
between a biologist and a composer that revolves around one famously repetitive piece of
music. External link Turning ideas into radio is one of the most exciting, frustrating, rewarding,
and insanely fun things there is. Which got us thinking--why not ask you to join in on the fun?
So we teamed up with Indaba for our first-ever remix competition. And now we get to play the
winners. External link In early August of , Tsutomu Yamaguchi had a run of the worst luck
imaginable. A double blast of radiation left his future, and the future of his descendants, in
doubt. In this short: an utterly amazing survival story that spans External link From a suburban
sidewalk in southern California, Jad and Robert witness the carnage of a gruesome turf war.
Though the tiny warriors doing battle clock in at just a fraction of an inch, they have evolved a
surprising, successful, and rather unsettling strategy of ironclad loyalty, absolute intolerance,
and brutal violence. External link Pain is a fundamental part of life, and often a very lonely part.
Doctors want to understand their patients' pain, and we all want to understand the suffering of
our friends, relatives, or spouses. But pinning down another person's hurt is a slippery
business. External link "Hey kids," said physicist Tadashi Tokieda, "Wanna see a magic trick?
Steve, along with Neil deGrasse Tyson, explains what the gravity-defying Slinky trick reveals
about the nature of all things great and small including us. External Link Getting a firm hold on
the truth is never as simple as nailing down the facts of a situation. This hour, we go after a
series of seemingly simple facts -- facts that offer surprising insight, facts that inspire deeply
different stories, and facts that, in the end, might not matter at all. External Link Stories of
striving, grasping, tripping, and falling for happiness, perfection, and Bliss. External link The
inhumanly fast world of high-speed trading, an excruciatingly slow experiment, and a physicist
plays Zeus. External link Stories about walking the tightrope between doubt and certainty.
External link When Kelley Benham and her husband Tom French finally got pregnant, after
many attempts and a good deal of technological help, everything was perfect. Until it wasn't.
Their story raises questions that, until recently, no parent had to faceâ€¦ and that are still nearly
impossible to answer. External link From the silent words of a child forming her first thought, to

the inner heckler that taunts you when the pressure's on, a look at how the voices in our heads
shape usâ€”for better and for worse. External link Some things are simply unknowable, from the
pain another person feels to the reasons why they commit horrible acts. Compiled from "Inside
"Ouch! External link A hat that goes viral, an idea that gives birth to computer science, and a
life-saving maneuver. In this episode of Radiolab, we look at the men behind some of the most
famous inventions of our time and wonder what they really created, and what legacy they will
leave behind them. External link We explore some of the outer edges of the power of music by
gathering up a band of biblical horn-blowers, paying a midnight visit to a corner of Mississippi
where the devil is rumored to grant wishes, and by helping an angsty 18th century composer
push some classical musicians to their physical and psychological limits. External link miles
above Earth's surface, astronaut Dave Wolf -- rocketing through the blackness of Earth's
shadow at 5 miles a second -- floated out of the Mir Space Station on his very first spacewalk. In
this short, he describes the extremes of light and dark in space, relives a heart-pounding close
call, and shares one of the most tranquil moments of his life. External link John and Zoltan are
both blind, but they deal with the world in completely different ways -- one paints vivid pictures
in his mind, while the other refuses to picture anything at all. In this short, they argue about the
truth of a world they can't see. External link Mel Blanc was known as "the man of 1, voices," but
the actual number may have been closer to 1, His characters made him one of the most beloved
men in America. And in , when a car crash left him in a coma, these characters may have saved
him. External link In this short, costumed scientists create a carefully choreographed childhood
for a flock of whooping cranes to save them from extinction. It's the ultimate feel-good story,
but it also raises some troubling questions about what it takes to get a species back to being
wild. External link Is reality an ethereal, mathematical poem In this short, we kick rocks, slap
tables, and argue about the nature of the universe with Jim Holt. External link We turn to
doctors to save our lives -- to heal us, repair us, and keep us healthy. But when it comes to the
critical question of what to do when death is at hand, there seems to be a gap between what we
want doctors to do for us, and what doctors want done for themselves. External link There are
few musical moments more well-worn than the first four notes of Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
But in this short, we find out that Beethoven might have made a last-ditch effort to keep his
music from ever feeling familiar, to keep pushing his listeners to a kind of psychological limit.
External link In the s, choking became national news: thousands were choking to death, leading
to more accidental deaths than guns. Nobody knew what to do. Until a man named Henry
Heimlich came along with a big idea. External link Improv comedy puts uncertainty on center
stage -- performers usually start by asking the audience for a prompt, then they make up the
details as they go. But two actors in Chicago are taking this idea to its absolute limit, and
finding ways to navigate the unknown. External link What if the moon were just a jump away? In
this short, a beautiful answer to that question from Italo Calvino, read live by Liev Schreiber.
External link Every 17 years, a deafening sex orchestra hits the East Coast -- billions and
billions of cicadas crawl out of the ground, sing their hearts out, then mate and die. In this
short, Jad and Robert talk to a man who gets inside that noise to dissect its meaning and
musical components. External link If you've ever wondered how the podcast comes together, or
what it's like to work at Radiolab, here's a peek into our process. External link This is the story
of a three-year-old girl and the highest court in the land. The Supreme Court case Adoptive
Couple v. Baby Girl is a legal battle that has entangled a biological father, a heart-broken
couple, and the tragic history of Native American children taken from their families. External link
The desire to trace your way back to the very beginning, to understand everything -- whether it's
the mysteries of love or the mechanics of the universe -- is deeply human. It might also be
deeply flawed. External link This fall, we're hitting the road with our brand-new live show. We're
stopping in 20 cities across the US plus 1 stop in Canada , and we have some exciting news
about the special musical guests who are joining us for the tour. External link Producer Lu
Olkowski brings us the story of a tight-knit family caught on opposite sides of a very big divide.
If you ask Ally Manning's mom and sister, they'll tell you there's no question: they're black. But
as a teenager, Ally decided that what was true for them didn't make sense for her. External link
One of our favorite human beings turns 80 this week. To celebrate, Robert asks Oliver Sacks to
look back on his career, and explain how thousands of worms and a motorbike accident led to a
brilliant writing career. External Link From medicine to the movies, the horrifying to the holy,
and history to the present day -- we're kinda obsessed with blood. This hour, we consider the
power and magic of the red liquid that runs through our veins. External Link We've all felt it, that
irresistible urge to point the finger. But new technologies are complicating age-old moral
conundrums about accountability. This hour, we ask what blame does for us -- why do we need
it, when isn't it enough, and what happens when we try to push past it with forgiveness and
mercy? This hour we celebrate the one thing that all things do: end. From the stage in Seattle,

with an all-star cast of comedians and musical guests, we bring you stories that end with a
bang, with a whimper, and with astonishing bravery and resilience in the face of one's own
demise. From the darkest parts of metamorphosis, to a sixty-year-old secret among magicians,
to the nature of consciousness itself, we confront the stubborn gaps in our understanding.
External Link From a duel with the world's deadliest disease to a surprising peek into the way
doctors think about death, in this hour Radiolab tries to reckon with the grim reaper. And, in the
end, we confront the question at the heart of it all â€” when the time comes to finally leave, how
do we want to go? External Link More often than not, a fight is just a fight Someone wins,
someone loses. But this hour, we have a series of face-offs that shine a light on the human
condition, the benefit of coming at something from a different side, and the price of being right.
External Link This hour we pull apart one sentence, written in the hours after September 11th, ,
that has led to the longest war in U. We examine how just 60 words of legal language have
blurred the line between war and peace. Important things, little things, personal things, things
you can hold and things that can take hold of you. This hour, we investigate the objects around
us, their power to move us, and whether it's better to look back or move on, hold on tight or just
let go. External Link Today, the strange story of a small group of islands that raise a big
question: is it inevitable that even our most sacred natural landscapes will eventually get
swallowed up by humans? And just how far are we willing to go to stop that from happening?
External Link It's hard to start a conversation with a strangerâ€”especially when that stranger
is, well, different. He doesn't share your customs, celebrate your holidays, watch your TV
shows, or even speak your language. Plus he has a blowhole. In this episode, we try to make
contact with some of the strangest strangers on our little planet: dolphins. Producer Lynn Levy
eavesdrops on some human-dolphin conversations, from a studio apartment in the Virgin
Islands to a research vessel in the Bermuda Triangle. In this short, a Milwaukee doctor tries to
knock death incarnate off its throne. External link In this short, Jad puts on his music hat and
shares his love of Dawn of Midi, a band that he recently started using on the show. External link
You may not give a second thought or backward glance to what the toilet whisks away after you
do your business. But we got wondering -- where would we wind up if we thought of flushing as
the start, and not the end, of a journey? In this short, we head out to trace the trail of sludge
External link For many of us, quicksand was once a real fear -- it held a vise-grip on our
imaginations, from childish sandbox games to grown-up anxieties about venturing into
unknown lands. But these days, quicksand can't even scare an 8-year-old. In this short, we try
to find out why. External link When we first released Famous Tumors, Rebecca Skloot's book
about the life and legacy of Henrietta Lacks and her famous cells had just hit the shelves. Since
then, some interesting things have happened to both Henrietta's cells and her family. So, 4
years later, we have a newly updated show! Originally aired on May 7, , as "Famous Tumors".
External link Legions of athletes, sports gurus, and scientists have tried to figure out why
Kenyans dominate long-distance running. In this short, we stumble across a surprising, and
sort of terrifying, explanation. External link Scientists' obsession with one particular man - and
with the tiny scraps of evidence left in the wake of his death - gives us a surprisingly intimate
peek into the life of someone who should've been lost to the ages. External link A preview of
Radiolab's live show Apocalyptical: dinosaurs, death, destruction External link Jilted lovers and
disrupted duck hunts provide a very odd look into the soul of the US Constitution. External link
At the start of this new year we crack open some fossils, peer back into ancient seas, and look
up at lunar skies to find that a year is not quite as fixed as we thought it was. External link You
order some stuff on the Internet and it shows up three hours later. How could all the things that
need to happen to make that happen happen so fast? External link What do frozen horses and a
scorching universe have in common? That's what we wanted to know. External link They buzz.
They bite. And they have killed more people than cancer, war, or heart disease. External link
From boom bap to EDM, we look at the line between hip-hop and not, and meet a defender of
the genre that makes you question Why 2 is warm, 7 is strong and 11 is downright mystical.
External link A plum-sized lump of metal takes us from the French Revolution to an
underground bunker in Maryland as we try to weigh the way we weigh the world around us.
External link Learn a new language faster than ever! Leave doubt in the dust! Be a better sniper!
Could you do all that and more with just a zap to the noggin? External link Today, a lady with a
bird in her backyard upends our whole sense of what we may have to give up to keep a wild
creature wild. Or it was, anyway, a couple days back. So today we celebrate with some classic
Krulwich radio and a backwards peek into the spirit and sensibility that, in many ways, drives
our show. External link Horror, fashion, and the end of the world â€¦ things get weird as we
explore the undercurrents of thought that link nihilists, beard-stroking philosophers, Jay-Z, and
True Detective. Today on Radiolab, a puzzle. External link Ron and Cornelia Suskind had two
healthy young sons, promising careers, and a brand new home when their youngest son Owen

started to disappear. In this episode, the Suskind family finds an unlikely way to access their
silent son's world. We set off to figure out what their story can tell us about Autism, a disorder
with a wide spectrum of symptoms and severity. External link What's the soundtrack for the end
of the world? We go looking for an answer. When Jad started to compose music for our live
show Apocalyptical, he immediately thought of John Luther Adams. It seemed a natural fit for
our consideration of the extinction of the dinosaurs. Through interviews and snippets of his
music, it captures all the forces at play in Adam's work and reveals the dark majesty of Adams'
take on the apocalypse. External Link How close can words get you to the truth and feel and
force of life? That's the question poking at our ribs this hour, as we wonder how it is that the
right words can have the wrong meanings, and why sometimes the best translations lead us to
an understanding that's way deeper than language. This episode, 8 stories that play out in the
middle space between one reality and another â€” where poetry, insult comedy, calls, and even
our own bodies work to close the gap. External Link Two stories about very different
boundaries and how we patrol them. From policing the borders of 'real' hip hop to how the
Founding Fathers started a fight about where local law ends and federal law begins that still
reverberates today. External Link The greatest mysteries have a shadowy figure at the
centerâ€”someone who sets things in motion and holds the key to how the story
unfoldsâ€”Patient Zero. This hour, Radiolab hunts for Patient Zeroes of all kinds and considers
the course of an ongoing outbreak. Originally aired on November 14, , as "Patient Zero".
External Link This episode makes three attempts to put a price on the priceless. One story
figures out the dollar value for an accidental death, another one day of life, and the third
assesses the work of bats and bees and tries to keep careful calculations from falling apart in
the face of the realities of life, love, and loss. External Link Football is the most popular sport in
the US. At the end of the 19th century, football was a nascent and nasty sport. The sons of the
most powerful men in the country are literally knocking themselves out to win these gladiatorial
battles. But then the Carlisle Indian School, formed in to assimilate the children and
grandchildren of the Native American men who fought the final Plains Wars, fields the most
American team of all. The kids at Carlisle took the field to face off against a new world that was
destroying theirs, and along the way, they changed the fundamentals of football forever. So we
push through the fourth wall, pierce the spandex-ed heart of professional wrestling, and travel
years into the past to unmask our obsession with authenticity and our desire to walk the line
between reality and fantasy. External Link Should the last moments of life be captured, seen,
and shared? This hour asks that question from three very different perspectives: through a
window and across a street; face to face in a hospital room; and in the green glow of a
night-vision-goggled camera lens half a world away. External Link Three stories that give us a
surprisingly intimate peek into the life, and death, of those who came before. External Link In
this episode, we try to make contact with some of the strangest strangers on our little planet:
animals. First, a homemade brain-stimulator that may unlock hidden potential. Then, the story
of a family that finds an unlikely way to access their silent son's world. External link How a
group of paranormal investigators made one man realize what it really means for a house, or a
man, to be haunted. External link In the wake of public tragedy there is a space between the
official narrative and the stories of the people who experienced it. Today, we crawl inside that
space and question the role of journalists in helping us move on from a traumatic event. Warner
reported on the attack as it happened, listening to eyewitness accounts, sorting out the facts,
establishing the truth. But he's been wrestling with it ever since as his friends and neighbors try
not only to put their lives back together, but also try to piece together what really happened that
day. External link Buttons are usually small and unimportant. But not always. Sometimes they
are a portal to power, freedom, and destruction. Today we thread together tales of taking charge
of the little things in life, of fortunes made and lost, and of the ease with which the world can
end. External link Former Radiolab producer Lulu Miller and NPR reporter Alix Spiegel come to
the studio to give us a sneak peek of their new show, Invisibilia from their upcoming episode on
categories. External link How a tiny group of social engineers are making our online
relationships kindler and gentler, whether we like it or not. This is a tale of mysterious balloons,
cowboy sheriffs, and young children caught up in the winds of war. And silence, the terror of
silence. External link As a follow-up to our story Los Frikis, we're bringing you a translated
version of Radio Ambulante's story on the same subject. External link Photojournalist Lynsey
Addario captured something that happens all the time but few of us get to see, a soldier fatally
wounded on the battlefield. External link Highlights from a live Radiolab performance about
hearts, driving forces, and the people we love - including a final conversation with Dr. Oliver
Sacks. External link Ross McNutt has a superpower â€” he can zoom in on everyday life, then
rewind and fast-forward to solve crimes in a shutter-flash. But should he? External link This is
the story of a few documents that tumbled out of the secret archives of the biggest empire the

world has ever known, offering a glimpse of histories waiting to be rewritten. External link How
a donation leads Sarah and Ross Gray to places we rarely get a chance to see. External link The
definition of life is in flux, complexity is overrated, and humans are shrinking. External link From
the archives: a visit with Oliver Sacks and the elements he's known and loved. External Link
Scientists took about years to lay out the Periodic Table into neat rows and columns. This
episode enlists journalists, poets, musicians, and a physicist to tell stories of matter that
matters. External Link When Dr. Sacks announced a few months ago that he had terminal
cancer and wouldn't do any more interviews, we asked him if he'd talk with us one last time.
This is that conversation. External Link When shooting and killing an endangered species might
be the best way to save it. This episode contains strong language. External Link We shine a
light into the dark corners of the internet to see the world from the perspective of both cyber
crime victims and perpetrators. External Link As Candid Camera succeeded, it started to
change the way we thought not only of reality television, but also of reality itself. External Link
In this hour of Radiolab: reframing our ideas about normalcy. Three stories where choice
challenges destiny. Originally aired on October 19, , as "New Normal? External Link In the war
on devilish microbes, our weapons are starting to fail us. What if the only way forward is
backward? Lots of money. External Link Today we discover the rules of war, negotiation, and
conflict resolution in a most unlikely place - deep in the heart and soul of that tasty frozen treat
we all scream for. External Link Addiction â€¦ and the pills that just might set free those who
suffer from it. In this episode, we embrace that obsession for its own sake. External Link What
does conservation really means in the 21st century? External Link Stories from and about the
highest court in the land. Compiled from "Adoptive Couple v. External Link When should we
consider someone a threat? External Link Where do you find comfort after the death of a child?
External Link From awkward moments to practical jokes to serious attempts at battling crime,
we ask whether being watched is a good or bad thing. External Link Being the first and best at
something means taking on a big hunk of risk and pushing yourself to dangerous limits.
External Link How do we measure the world around us? External Link On this podcast, we
present a story from an amazing, staff favorite podcast, Reply All. External Link Roosevelt,
Kennedy, Eisenhower â€¦ they all got a pass. But today we peer back at the moment when
poking into the private lives of political figures became standard practice. External Link This
Valentine's Day, a mysterious tap tap tapping leads us into a world of sex, death, and
head-banging. External Link In the U. But today we travel to a place where the prying press
create something more like a prison break. External Link How an outsider became the vanguard
of a movement that made everything about debate debatable. External Link An update on
Juniper French, a tiny baby, born at 23 weeks and 6 days -- roughly halfway to full term. And a
whole universe of medical and moral questions. Originally aired on April 30, , as "23 Weeks 6
Days". External Link Today's story is a mystery, shockingly hot, and vanishingly tiny. External
Link How far should lawyers go to provide the best defense to the worst people? External Link
On this episode, the case that pushed one Supreme Court justice to a nervous breakdown,
brought a boiling feud to a head, and changed the course of the Supreme Court forever.
External Link On this episode of More Perfect , we'll talk about the figurative side door to the
Supreme Court that has allowed individuals to influence policy for the many. External Link
David Weinberg was stuck. Until he started recording every waking minute of his life. External
Link A forest can feel like a place of great stillness and quiet. External Link When people are
dying and you can only save some, how do you choose? What happens, what should happen,
when humans are forced to play god? Originally aired on June 28, , as "Eye in the Sky". External
Link In a recent breakthrough, researchers grew human embryos longer than ever before,
witnessing a mysterious part of human development, and crashing into a decades-old ethical
dilemma. External Link In , the town of Seneca, Nebraska was so deeply divided that they
weighed their own self-destruction. External Link Tuck your napkin under your chin. External
Link In our first-ever election special, we set off to find a single vote that made a difference.
External Link On this episode of More Perfect , the Supreme Court ruling that was supposed to
prevent race-based jury selection, but may have only made the problem worse. External Link
This episode we swivel our attention back to you, our listeners, reconnect with some old friends
to see how they are doing, and thank everyone for what they've shared with us. External Link
This episode we look at a high profile sporting event where, thanks to a quirk in the tournament
rules, the best shot at winning was â€¦ to lose. External Link In a warzone, a hurricane, a church
basement, and an earthquake, the question remains the same. Originally aired on August 21, ,
as "Playing God". External Link In this episode, we look at the things we makeâ€”from spoons
to microwaves to computersâ€”as an extension of the same evolutionary processes that made
us. External Link Every day, every moment, an epic battle is raging across the globe. This hour,
we take a look at borders accidentally drawn and warring microcosms, from ants to

phytoplankton to tic tac toe. External Link In this episode, we search for the single vote that
made all the difference, from the biggest election on the planet, to a tiny election that ended a
town. Originally aired on November 7, , as "One Vote". External Link Coral fossils, sex
orchestras, and spacewalks External Link Two stories dating back nearly 70 years ago, when
something happened that nobody seems to ever talk about it. Originally aired on April 7, , as
"Nukes". External Link One place you absolutely, positively do not want to be if you're a
healthy, middle-aged American lobster: trapped in a suburban grocery store in western
Pennsylvania. External Link Today we travel from the storage rooms of the Smithsonian to the
sandy beaches of Guadeloupe, chasing the tale of one trash can tipping raccoon. External Link
Madoff speaks. External Link We join Ben Montgomery, a reporter at the Tampa Bay Times, as
he looks at every person killed or injured by Florida police over six years. External Link A look
up and down the US nuclear chain of command to find out who gets to authorize their use and
who can stand in the way of Armageddon. External Link One woman's medically miraculous
cancer cells, and how Henrietta Lacks changed modern science and, eventually, her family's
understanding of itself. External Link Neil Degrasse Tyson and some new microbiome science
help answer the question - when we touch greatness how much of it stays with us? External
Link Today, a hidden power that is either the cornerstone of our democracy or a trapdoor to
anarchy. External Link What happens when doing what you want to do means giving up who
you really are? External Link A fresh look at how, why, and who we blame. Compiled from the
"Fault Line" segment of "Blame" Sept External Link Today, paranoia sets in: we head to The
Ceremony, the top-secret, three-day launch of a new currency, wizards and math included.
Halfway through, something strange happens. External Link Today, two new technological
tricks that together could invade our past selves and rewrite the rules of credibility. Also, we
release something terrible into the world. External Link The stories of a few folks ready to fight
the future of fakery. US art project by far-right trolls. Radiolab took down this episode and
issued an apology on August 12, , following accusations that it appeared to condone the
actions and ideologies of extremist groups. External Link In a flash of heroism and humanity,
Oliver Sipple saved a life and became something he never wanted to be. External Link What
happens if we hand over our stickiest moral quandary to a two-ton hunk of metal and let it loose
on our streets? External Link What happens when a Palestinian American Lutheran Minister
runs for office in one of the most divided and most conservative neighborhoods in all of New
York City? External Link If you donate bone marrow, you might save a lifeâ€¦ or you might land
a starring role in the greatest story ever told. External Link Today, we look back at a story we
ran almost a decade ago, run into an unfolding upheaval in the field of social psychology, and
wonder what might happen to one of our favorite ideas. Compiled from "The Obama Effect,
Perhaps. Graham and the Reasonable Man". External Link How a diabetic, a cop, and a bottle of
orange juice changed the way we police, forever. External Link Walter Murch aka, the Godfather
of The Godfather , joined by a team of scientists, leads us on what felt like the magical mystery
tour of super cool science. Originally aired on March 11, External Link Here at the show, we get
A LOT of questions, tiny questions, big questions, weird questions, poop questions. External
Link Today, we're back with Part 2 of our questions episodes. This time, we're chasing down
answers to some bigger, little questions. External Link Meet our team and take a look behind the
scenes here at Radiolab. External Link What are people thinking when they risk their lives for
someone else? Is heroism an act of sympathy or empathy? External Link In anticipation of
Super Bowl LII, we're revisiting an old episode about the surprising history of how the game
came to be. External Link Do you really need a brain to sense the world around you? To
remember? Or even learn? External Link When Robert Mueller released his indictment a few
days ago, alleging that 13 Russian nationals colluded to disrupt the elections, we had a lot of
questions. They did. External Link Part One of our Border Trilogy, in which we chronicle an
unlikely legal showdown between high schoolers in one of the poorest neighborhoods in the
country and the US Border Patrol. And we ask, what could stop migrants from risking so much?
External Link Astronauts at the International Space Station can make one request to talk to an
earthling of their choice. For some reason, Astronaut Mark Vande Hei chose us. External Link
As the line between technology and humanity becomes blurrier, we wonder, are we becoming
more or less human? External Link A strange symmetry in the minds of two artists, and the one
piece of music that connects them. External Link A phone call plunges us into a network of
unsung experts, who since the s have helped us navigate our poison-filled planet. External Link
Deep inside the human embryo, a band of nomadic cells embarks on an epic journey, with the
future of humanity resting on their microscopic shoulders. External Link Science pushes back
against the century-old notion that X equals girl and Y equals boy, and wonders: are we who we
think we are? This episode, biological realities and the power of words. External Link If gonads
are magical, and male and female are blurry categories, how the hell do you tell young people

about the birds and the bees? External Link Breastfeeding, beheadings and bombings,
Facebook has rules to handle them all. Today, we explore those rules and ask what they tell us
about the future of free speech. External Link More Perfect is back with a Constitutional
mix-tape and off-beat stories about each of the 27 Amendments. External Link We decided to
shake things up at the show External Link Kaitlin Prest had a lot of things to say about the word
"No. Today, we talk to Kaitlin, and hear her story. External Link We dive into the gray zone of
consent and wrestle with questions of culpability, generational divides, and the utility of fear in
changing our culture. External Link From hookups to apps to whips, we go looking for the key
to a conversation that should be happening, but isn't. External Link For the 80th anniversary of
Orson Welles' radio play "The War of the Worlds," we take a deep dive into one of the most
controversial moments in broadcasting history. External Link On the eve of the midterm
elections, we look at one tweak to voting that could help bring democracy back from the brink
â€¦. External Link A series of serendipitous moments leads to a change of heart in one man that
eventually changes an entire field of science. External Link When someone hurts you, what do
you really want from them? External Link Today, a king, a clockmaker, and a monk come
together to forge a manmade miracle. We tell a five-hundred-year-old legend about robots,
death, and a divine deal. External Link How Ruth Bader Ginsburg used a trojan horse, filled with
frat boys and beer, to win a battle for gender equality. External Link In one corner of the natural
world, beauty may be beating brawn. External Link The surprising ways that loops steerâ€¦ and
sometimes derailâ€¦ our lives. External Link This might be a stupid question, but External Link
Parasitic genes, public poop, and the eerie sound of a subway train. What is External Link What
if citizenship was a popularity contest External Link We travel to the limbo space between
foreign and domestic to find the up and downsides of being a US citizen. A tale of mysterious
balloons, children caught up in the winds of war. And the terror of silence. External Link At a
mysterious, muddy site in North Dakota, scientists claim they have a three-hour snapshot of the
earth 66 million years ago, on the day the dinosaurs died. External Link What do a hacked
Belgian election, a falling airplane and a fleet of runaway cars all have in common? The answer
just might lie in the stars. External Link Two people make a decision that would lead to a legal
and moral puzzle about how we balance accountability and forgiveness. External Link Can IQ
tests ever be used This episode, we meet a few people who think they can be. External Link A
scientist launches a controversial genetic test for intelligence: what does it really tell us? We
figure it out the best way we know how External Link We explore three little words embedded in
the 8th Amendment of the U. External Link Today, we find ourselves in a room in Cleveland,
Ohio, where a group of journalists are challenging the way we think about newspapers, and
ourselves. External Link Historians say the past is a foreign country, but often it feels more like
a dream. Today we talk to someone who has mastered the art of navigating the dreamscapes of
our past. External Link From the stage to the cage, a series of showdowns that leave us
wondering about the price of being right External Link Do we really live in a selfish, dog-eat-dog
world? Or has evolution carved out a hidden code that rewards genuine cooperation? External
Link We enter the Dollyverse. External Link Can you fit the identity of a whole nation into a
dance? Of course not. But we tried anyway. External Link We explore songs with the power to
transcend language and the triumphant return of the Elvis of Afghanistan. External Link On the
mountaintop, we go back in time, and across the world - to discover the unlikely connection
between Dolly's home and Jad's father Naji. External Link What happens when a ragtag bunch
of freedom fighters troll their despotic dictator from afar? External Link This hour we investigate
the objects around us, their power to move us, and whether it's better to look back or move on,
hold on tight or just let go. External Link In a stork that got speared like a kabob helped baffled
scientists answer a thousand-year-old question. Of course that led to another question, then
another, then another External Link An exploration into our very beginnings, of the first strides
we took to become us. External Link How one sentence -- just 60 words written in the hours
after the September 11 attacks -- became the legal foundation for the "war on terror. External
Link When you run the math, who comes out on top, the living or the dead? This man was
cleared to leave Gitmo in , so why is he still stuck there? External Link Latif travels to Morocco
to trace his namesake's possible onramp into extremism and is surprised by what he finds.
What on earth could be suspicious about that? Latif digs for answers, and spoiler: it goes all the
way to the top. External Link Could a century-old treatment become our best weapon in the fight
against Covid? External Link Everyone on the planet has been told to stay six feet away from
each other. Why six? And is six even the right number? External Link America represents many
different things to many different people. What if you could only choose one thing, one physical
object, to represent it all? External Link Jad tracks an emergency room doctor on the frontlines
treating Covid External Link David and Dominique have something in common. External Link A
mile under the ocean, we get to watch an octopus perform a heroic act of heart and

determination. External Link Beethoven, like you've never heard him before. External Link From
a bio-safety lab to the woods of Tennessee, we explore the rhythms that shape our work, our
lives, and our bodies. External Link Nina Simone: what she told us then, and tells us now.
External Link Today, an incident of racial profiling, a confrontation with scientific racism, and
the liberation of RNA. Features a story told by C. Brandon Ogbunu for the Story Collider
podcast. External Link For years, Mississippi has had the Confederate battle flag on their state
flag. Today, the dramatic behind-the-scenes story of it coming down. External Link Thinking
about our future, we look back on the aftermath of a century-old pandemic. External Link
Horseshoe crabs harbor a half-billion-year-old secret: a superpower that helped them outlive
the dinosaurs. External Link From the brightest star, to the most elemental particle, scientists
are considering strange solutions for covid External Link A look at two groups of uncounted
Americans who want to have a say in our democracy. Plus, Latif has a new show on Netflix!
External Link In the s, as China was modernizing, they ran into a problem. Today, the story of
how they did it. External Link In this adapted piece by Kerning Cultures, we take a road trip
across America - starting with two Jads and ending with forty-seven Lebanons. External Link
How the right words can have the wrong meanings, and the best translations lead us to an
understanding that's way deeper than language. Or it might just be an old bug that finally met
its moment. We update one of our favorite episodes. External Link We plunge into a black hole,
take a trip over Niagara Falls, and upend some myths about falling cats. So we put a phone
number on twitter, and spent all night talking to the sleepless among us. External Link How did
the Supreme Court get so supreme? On this episode of More Perfect, we go all the way back to
a case that, in a lot of ways, started it all. External Link If a president happened to break a few
political norms and decide, in the face of defeat, to fight instead of concede, what would
actually happen? Today we choose our own adventure. External Link How important is the way
you walk? At least when it comes to breakfast. External Link Who are the soccer moms of the
election? We set out to find them. External Link The internet says an obscure mathematical law
can tell us something about the US election. It can't. But it can tell us about us. External Link
Lies, liars, and lie catchers. And the strange power of lying to yourself. Thousands of people
already have. External Link A foul-mouthed, chicken-loving Montanan completely altered the
course of human health. His story also lays bare the struggles inherent in our global effort to
create a covid vaccine. External Link Nine justices hold the fate of a pivotal American human
rights law in their hands. Should the U. Supreme Court also be the court of the world? External
Link A global pandemic. An afflicted, angry group. A seemingly indifferent government. When
nothing seems to work, how do you make change? External Link A terrible Christmas special
befitting a terrible year. External Link We try to contain the stream of photos coming at us in the
last week and ask a question about an image that few of us get to see, a soldier fatally wounded
on the battlefield. List of episodes. When printing this page, you must include the entire legal
notice. All rights reserved. This material may not be published, reproduced, broadcast,
rewritten, or redistributed without permission. Use of this site constitutes acceptance of our
terms and conditions of fair use. This resource will help you begin the process of
understanding literary theory and schools of criticism and how they are used in the academy.
Note: Structuralism, semiotics, and post-structuralism are some of the most complex literary
theories to understand. Please be patient. The structuralist school emerges from theories of
language and linguistics, and it looks for underlying elements in culture and literature that can
be connected so that critics can develop general conclusions about the individual works and
the systems from which they emerge. In fact, structuralism maintains that " Structuralists
believe that these language symbols extend far beyond written or oral communication. For
example, codes that represent all sorts of things permeate everything we do: "the performance
of music requires complex notation Structuralists assert that, since language exists in patterns,
certain underlying elements are common to all human experiences. Structuralists believe we
can observe these experiences through patterns: " Moreover, "you are also engaged in
structuralist activity if you examine the structure of a single building to discover how its
composition demonstrates underlying principles of a structural system. In the first example
Structuralism is used in literary theory, for example, " Northrop Frye, however, takes a different
approach to structuralism by exploring ways in which genres of Western literature fall into his
four mythoi also see Jungian criticism in the Freudian Literary Criticism resource :. Two
important theorists form the framework hah of structuralism: Charles Sanders Peirce and
Ferdinand de Saussure. Peirce gave structuralism three important ideas for analyzin
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g the sign systems that permeate and define our experiences:. These elements become very
important when we move into deconstruction in the Postmodernism resource. Peirce also
influenced the semiotic school of structuralist theory that uses sign systems. The discipline of
semiotics plays an important role in structuralist literary theory and cultural studies.
Semioticians " Specifically, " For example, the picture of the reclining blond beauty in the
skin-tight, black velvet dress on the billboard Lastly, Richter states, "semiotics takes off from
Peirce - for whom language is one of numerous sign systems - and structuralism takes off from
Saussure, for whom language was the sign system par excellence" Here is a list of scholars we
encourage you to explore to further your understanding of this theory:. Structuralism and
Semiotics s-present Summary: This resource will help you begin the process of understanding
literary theory and schools of criticism and how they are used in the academy.

